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Operation outbreak bf4 bow

For phantom assignments, see Battlefield 4 DLC tasks of jet fighter-bomber, see the F-4 Phantom Bear Arena Compound Bow A Compound Bow is a modern arc and arrow system. It differs from traditional long-lived and repetitive arcs in that it uses a system of levers and cables to bend limbs. Combined bows also have much stiffer limbs and together with the thread system are much more energy efficient
compared to other bows. A composite bow, named Phantom, appears in Battlefield 4. In the battlefield universe, this arc is used by phantom program staff. Battlefield 4[edit | edit source] Master Dog Tag: Broadhead ArrowBulletpoint ArrowExplosive Tipped ArrowPoison Arrow Broadhead 100 (Manual, Bust)93 (Body, chest with defensive)Bulletpoint100 (head)80 (chest)74 (Body, chest with
defensive)Exploding Tip100 (Head)80 (Torso)74 (Legs, Torso with Defensive) Tip21 - 1 (Explosion)27 (Gas) Phantom Program Soldiers Signature Weapon given to members who have completed their initiation. Its short effective range should not pose a problem for a real Phantom Operative. - Game description The Phantom is a bow of an arms compound of all classes introduced in Battlefield 4: Final
Stand extension included in the Carbine weapons category. Phantom constantly has fiber optic sights in its optical socket and weight stabilizer accessory socket. The weapon's third socket is designed for the type of arrow installed. The celebrities of the arc have three distance pins with green, yellow and red tritial tips. The exact distance values of the visual pins depend on the type of arrow used, but in
general the green pin is used for closer ranges, yellow for medium and red for longer range frames. Since this is a bow, the Phantom fire method is slightly different from the other firearms available in the game. When fire is used without reaching, the player's soldier will quickly bring the bow, draw the arrow back and immediately allow him to lose. This method of fire is very inaccurate, delayed, and the
arrows will deviate in part from the target. Or, if the goal is used, the soldier will bring the bow, pull the arrow back, and aim through the weapon celebrities. The arrow will only be released by pressing the Fire, and the arrow will fly exactly under the gun sights. For this 2007 index, the pursuit of pre-shooting is highly recommended due to significantly increased accuracy; normally, normal primary fire should
be avoided unless the target approaches the player very close. First of all, Phantom acts as a suppressed weapon and will not make the user on a minimum when fired. This makes it a useful tool for stealth like-minded players, especially if combined with shadow or spec ops to upgrade paths because they help the player is mobile and unnoticed with STEALTH specialization. Although Phantom is very
effective in close quarters because of its significant damage to output with most of its arrow for several reasons, it can be difficult to use in longer ranges, despite high accuracy. All types of arrows travel at a relatively low speed of 350 meters per second (for comparison, most DMRs bullet speed is about 600 m/s), giving them a long time; Phantom cannot install any optics other than default fiber optic
celebrities that do not have magnification and require the adjustment of range frames; and the arc reboot animation overshadows the center of the screen, so it's hard to tell where the arrow landed and adjust the next shot accordingly. These factors make the Phantom less suited to ranged combat than Sniper Rifles or Designated Marksman Rifles, and are most effective in the same short and medium
range that the shotgun it is categorized is, although its slow reboot and hipfire delay must be remembered close. Arrow types [edit | edit source] Basic article: Arrow types similar to Shotguns, Phantom can equip different types of ammunition that change its function and damage. Phantom can use four types of arrows: Broadhead Tip, Bulletpoint, Explosive Tip and Poison Tip arrows, all of which are unlocked
by default. All arrows, except poison inverted arrow, can quickly kill at any distance; otherwise they act differently and have different damage values and ranges. A meticulous goal with Broadhead or Bulletpoint arrows over short distances makes phantom an effective weapon against one enemy, while explosive and poison tips turn phantom into a more supportive weapon that can harass groups of enemies.
Gallery[edit | edit source] Unlock[edit | edit source] There are currently two ways to unlock the phantom. The most recent and simplest approach accompanying Community operations includes an outbreak of an operation created by the community. The original, long method attached with the final stand involves access to the secret room hangar 21 and completing all Phantom tasks. Operation outbreak[edit
| edit source] Phantom weapons cache operation outbreak. Phantom is too small a gray box left in the operation outbreak, Phantom can be unlocked going between the ghost town and plantation flags conquest large or small (about 180 meters from the plantation and 104 meters from the ghost town). It will be next to the weapons cache after a small meeting. The gray box of weapons is located on the
green box in front of the Ghost City; meleeing this box result will be a bright white light, similar to a Flashbang grenade, and inside the box is a Phantom Bow. The bow can be picked up and used as a battle pickup, and is equipped with Poison Arrows. Picking up a bow from the box will permanently unlock the weapon in the player's inventory after the player dies or respawns. This method of unlocking
phantom did not unlock the assignment of a fictitious operation. Hangar 21[edit | edit Battlefield 4 – Unlock Phantom Bow Example to Unlock Phantom with Hangar 21 Method Original Way to Unlock Phantom, as well as the only way to unlock the Phantom Opera task, includes player access to Phantom Room Hangar 21. To do this, the player must be a premium member and be completed all previous
Phantom tasks. Once they are executed, the player and three other players must then equip the Phantom camouflage with their soldiers and weapons, along with a phantom dog tag and one of the secret four Ultimate Stand dog tags from each map (each participating player must be wearing another Final Stand dogtag). This will allow players to activate the elevator in hangar 21, which will take them to the
Phantom room. The elevator is turned off by an elevator at the back of the map above the access tunnel, where the jeep spawns. Once located, players have to get to the elevator to power it. The lift must be activated by at least four players who wear a different Premium dog knows from four Final Stand maps. If players do not meet the above requirements, they can join the elevator ride, but they will be
killed immediately when the lift light turns off, the lift ride will be long before it checks the three necessary items (Phantom dogtag, Phantom Soldier Camo and Phantom Weapon Camo) and kill the player who does not have all of them. Phantom in the Phantom room If the players are successful and the elevator will turn on, then he will transport the group to the entrance of the Phantom Room. Here is the
forcefield, which restricts access to the arc, which flies in the middle of the room. To disable it, players must enter the following code on the keyboard to the right of forcefield: 1290 429 397648 970. This will turn it off, and players will be able to enter the room and take a phantom, which will unlock the bow for every player who takes it. To unlock the task of Phantom Opera, the player will have to find a high
computer unit in the Phantom room with a pile of paper on the device that is located along the right wall. Climbing on to the file locker next to it will allow the player to get to the top of the device and interact with the documents that then unlock the task. An audible sound, identical to that heard when receiving one of the Final Stand Premium dog tags, can be heard when the Phantom Operative task is
unlocked. Trivia [edit | edit source] Phantom seems to be based on a couple of different arcs in its design: Phantom is called Spyderhunter and Spyder in the game files, possibly referring to hoyt spyder. The Phantom game model is styled very similar to the Bear Arena 34 blackout, particluarly with limbs, handle, and its threaded cameras. Those who install the Phantom Operative dog tag instead of the
Final Stand map dog tags can reach the Phantom room, but still need at least three other eligible players. The Phantom load menu is classified as carbine, but it does not count towards carbine points at the end of the round screen. Like other guns, players who are not unlocked bow can still use it in gun master gamemode. gamemode.
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